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ACC” (also called ACC) is the class of languages recognized by circuit families with polynomial 
size, constant depth, and u?bounded fan-in, where gates may calculate tbe AND, OR, or MOD 
E function for constant c Robust uniformity definitions for ACC” and related classes were given 
by Barrington, Immerman and Straubing [3]. Here we show that uniform ACC” contains all 
semi-lioear or rational sets of integer vectors, usir;g binary notation ~sharpening a resulr of ibarra, 
Jiang Ravikumar and Chang [II]). 
1. Introduction 
Recent work of Sarrington, Immerman and Straubing has given robust definitions 
of uniformity for various circuit complexity classes within NC’ (languages recogniz- 
able by circuit families of fan-in two and depth O(Iog n)-see [6] for an overview 
of circuit complexity theory). These classes are defined as those languages recogniz- 
able by circuit families with polynomial size, constant depth, and unbounded fan-in, 
with a variety of possible functions computed by individual gates. Ifthese functions 
are the usual AND and OR functions (where inputs to the circuit are input variables 
or their negations), we have the class AC’. If gates are aiiowed which add their 
input moduio some constant (i.e. a gate outputs a 1 if and o&y if the number of 
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its inputs which are one is divisible by cj, we have the class ACC” (also called 
ACC)‘. The constant must be fixed for the entire circuit family. If the gates can 
compute threshold functions, we have the class TC’ [5, 10,151, and with certain 
gate functions defined in terms of any non-solvable group, Barrington’s theorem 
on bounded width branching programs shows that we get all of NC’ [2]. It is known 
that AC0 is a proper subset of ACC” [I, 81 and that ACC” is different from TC’ in 
the subcase where the constant c is prime [l&20]. 
The uniformity notion we will use is log-time uniformity, originally defined in 
[4]. This requires that a deterministic Turing machine can answer simple questions 
about the nth circuit in the family in O(log n) time. More precisely, let the direct 
connection hgunge of a circilit family be the set of all tupies (I, a, b, y) where a 
and h are numbers of nodes in the nth circuit, b is a child of a, node a is of type 
f (e.g. AND, OR), and y is a string of Length .n. Then we say that a circuit family 
is log-time uniform if and only if its direct connection language can be recognized 
in deterministic log time. We will use the cnaracterization of log-time uniform AC0 
and ACC” from [3] as those languages for which membership can be expressed by 
first-order formulas (see [12] for an overview of logical expressibility as a complexity 
measure). 
In such formulas, variables range over positions in the input (from 1 to n) which 
is read with the special predicate na( i) - “the ith input character is an a”. Variables 
can also be compared. For example, the regular language O*I’ can be expressed as 
3xVY [((Y<x)-t~~(L))I\((YtX)J~,(Y))l. 
We can optionally add the special predicate BIT( i, j) - “the ith bit of the binary 
representation of j is a I”. We can also add special modular counting qunnrijkrs 
Q,.. for any positive integer m and any integer a such that tJ s a < M. If I&(X) is a 
sentence with one free variable, then tbc formula f&,:x: #I(x) is defined to be true 
if and only if the number of xs for which $(x) is true is congruent to a mod m. For 
example, the language of binary strings with an odd number of ones can be expressed 
as f&,x: n,(x). It has been shown [3] that the class FO+BIT (languages expressible 
by first-order formulas using the BIT predicate) is exactly log-time uniform AC”, 
and that the class FOC+BIT (languages expressiible by first-order formulas with 
modular counting quantifiers and BIT) is exactly log-time uniform ACC’. Without 
BIT, the classes FO and FOC are interesting subclasses of the regular languages, 
with FO being the star-free regular languages [14,2I]. 
ACC’ is a very limited complexity class, but we do not know how to separate it 
from NC’, or even from a much larger class like NP (except, as noted ahove, in 
the limited case where the modular constant is prime).. It is useful to have examples 
of Ianguages known to be in these various complexity classes, to get 2 better idea 
’ This class was originally named ,‘.CC for “AC’ with counting gates”, by Barrington. Here we adopt 
the more considered nomenclature of McKenzie and Therien, which we hope wiii become standard. The 
“A” by analogy with AC”, stands for “altcrncdng” or “aperiodic”. The first “c” stands for “counting”, 
the second for “circuit class”, and the superscript “0” for depth (O(log” II)). Thus CC’, for example, 
would be the languages recognized by circuit families with only counting gates, of depth O(log’ n). 
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of how to place limits on their power. In this note, we examme one class of languages, 
binary encodings of semi-linear sets, and show them to be within ACC”. 
2. Semi-linear sets in AC@ 
Let N be the non-negative integers. A linear ser is the non-negative span of a 
finite set of vectors offset by a single vector. More formally, the linear set correspond- 
ing to the vectors (I, b! I b2,. , b,,, E N’, is 
A semi-linear set is a finite union of linear sets. In addition, a sir@ set is a linear 
set in which the vectors b, are linearly independent as elements of the module Z’. 
A semi-simple set is a finite union of simple sets [7]. Semi-linear sets wer- studied 
in the 1960s and found to be useful, for example, in characterizing the nu..rber of 
letters which occur in the strings of context-free languages 1161. 
An important result which we will use is Lemma 6.6 of Ginsberg and Spanier 
[9]. They show that all linear sets are semi-simple. A non-simple linear set can oe 
decomposed into a finite union of simple sets. Clearly semi-linear sets can be 
decomposed in the same way. 
The binary encodings of vectors in a fixed semi-linear set forms a language. Ibarra 
et. al. [l l] prove that these languages are in NCr. We improve this result by showing 
the foilowing. 
Theorem. Binary encodings of semi-linear sets are in log-time unijhn ACCO. 
Proof. Since a semi-linear set is the finite union of linear sets, we can simply test 
the input vector for membership in all these linear sets in parallel and then take 
the disjunction of the results. Thus we can restrict our attention to determining 
membership in linear sets. Given U, the binary encoiiing of a k-dimensional vector, 
we -want to determine if there exist non-negative integers r,, . _ . , r, such that 
II = a+ r,b, + rzbz+- . . + r,,,b,. Using linear algebra. we can state this as the problem 
of finding a non-negative integer solution to the system Br= u-a where B is a 
matrix whose ith column is 6i. By the result of Ginsberg and Spanier cited above, 
ii sur%ces to consider the case where the linear set is simpie. For a simple set, thefe 
is a unique solution over the rationals given by Cramer’s rule: 
where B, is the matrix obtained by replacing the ith column of B mith u--a, and 
IlAll is the determinant of matrix A. We must oniy check to make sure the rational 
solution is both non-negative and integer. 
piu 
Note that since a and B are constants, 11&/] is a linear expression in the input u. 
Since we can add integers and multiply them by constants in FO+ BIT 1121, we can 
compute the numerator in Cramer’s rule and from it determine thz sign of the 
solution. To verify that the solution is an integer vector, we must test this numerator 
for divisibiiity by the constant c = I]l?]l. 
This can be done by a simple automaton which scans across the binary digits of 
the number from left to right and keeps track of the remainder, as in short division. 
Let WE (q+ 1)“. h E (0, 1) and $(w) be the remainder whan the binary number w 
is divided by c. Then +( wb) = (2d( w)+ b) mod c. Since the transition function 
implements a linear map, it can be verified that the syntactic monoid of the automaton 
is solvable (a monoid is solvable if and only if any group contained in the mohoid 
is solvable) and hence that its output is computable in FOC by [21]. 
An alternate method of proving that divisibility by a constant is in FOC is as 
follows. Given :he binary encoding B = 1; b,2’, 
B(mod c) = 
ci 
\ 1 bi(2’ mod c),(mod c). 
The trick is that we can compute Z’(mod c) using a mod d gate for some appropriate 
d. To do this, write c as 2”a with a an oda number. Now Z’(mod c) = 2’ for is k 
and 2”“(mod c) = 2”+” mod d) where d is the order of the element 2 in the multiplica- 
tive group 22 (the integers prime to a under multiplication mod a). In FOC we 
can express this as Q<.,,Jjr, ;I): j”(x, y) where 
f(x, Y) = (g(x) ’ Y), 
z(i) = h(i) if 7rt is true, 0 otherwise, i< k, 
otherwise. 
Note that modular quantifiers over pairs are easily implemented using standard 
modular quantifiers and constant sized disjunctions. 
Since we have now defined an arbitrary semi-linear set in FOC+BIT, we can 
recognize that set in log-time uniform ACC” by the results of [3]. 0 
This result is optimal in the sense that there are semi-linear sets known not to be 
in AC’. For example, consider the simple set L, of all binary encodings of integers 
divisible by 3. We wit1 show L, is not even in non-uniform AC”. By wel! known 
circuit complexity results [l, 81 we know that computing the MOD-p function, i.e. 
determining whether the number of 1s in a binary string is congruent to zero module 
a prime p, is not in non-uniform AC’. If L, were in AC’, then we could compute 
XGD-p in AC” as fo!!ows. Observe that if x =x r,2’ then since 2’ - 1 (mod 3) for 
even i and 2’ - 2 (mod 3) for odd i, 
x-CX~~+~CX~~+, (mod3). 
I\ k 
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Thus given a binary string y, we could construct in constant depth the binary string 
z by inserting OS between every two bits of y: zzl = yi, =a,+, = 0. Since z (interpreted 
as a binary number) is divisible by 3 if and only if the number of 1s in y is congruent 
to 0 mod 3, we could compute the MOD-3 function in AC0 using a hypothetical 
AC? circuit for L,. This being impossible, we can conclude that no family of AC0 
circuits exists for L,. 
EsseniiaHy, the proof of the Theorem shows that it is possible to determine in 
ACC’ whether or not an integer solution r exists to the linear system Br = x where 
x is input and B is a constant matrix. This allows us to solve a limited case of the 
integer linear programming problem where the number of constraints and the 
coefficients of the variables in those constraints are restricted to be constant. The 
inequality constraints of a linear programming problem can be transformed into 
equality constraints by standard methods and a non-negative solution found as 
above. 
As a final note, we observe that this technique also shows that all rational subsets 
of Z” (in binary notation) are in uniform ACC’. The rational sxbsefs of Z”, as 
defined in [7] and recently studied in [17], are the smallest class of subsets containing 
the finite sets and ciosed under finite union, sum, and star where sum and star are 
defined as follows: 
x+Y={x+y].l-Ex,ye Y!, 
X* = subspace of Z’ generated by X 
By [o], every rational set is semi-simple, and hen:5 in uniform ACC’ by the 
techniques presented here. 
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